19-20 Assessment #2

3rd Quarter

2. What are the areas of strength you noted?
What actions are you implementing to sustain the
areas of strength? What is there cause to
celebrate?
3. What are areas in need of improvement? What
plans are you making to improve the areas of
need?
4. Reflect on your answers provided in the
previous sections. What are your next steps in
addressing areas of concern?
5. What are Root Cause Analysis findings?
(Description located on Instructions Tab)
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Why is there a high rate of failing students? What is the impact of failing grades on proficiencies and graduation rate?
ACT overall composite has increased and each content area has seen an increase from 2019. ACT Reading scores are slightly above
the state average. To sustain this area of strength, the continuation of ACT targeted intervention classes, implementation of targeted
Teir 1 instructional practices, and review of the school wide reading expectations. Behavior referrals are significantly lower than the
same point as last year. Continuation of PBIS systems and integration of committees to explore incentives.
There are significantly high numbers of students who are failing all subject areas. Math is trending up from last year's ACT but still is
significantly lower than the state. The high number of failing has put seniors at risk of not graduating. The implementation of a
MTSS/at risk tracking system is being implemented to identify and document failures and non-active students.
Identify and document in the MTSS tracker at risk students. Tier 1 communication by each teacher/advisory teacher. Refer students
to ESS and targeted one on one tutoring services. Mail home report cards and letters for communication of extended services. Work
with the School leadership team, SRO, YSC, and DPP to remove barriers that hinder educational outcomes for at risk students.

3. What are areas in need of improvement? What
plans are you making to improve the areas of
need?
4. Reflect on your answers provided in the
previous sections. What are your next steps in
addressing areas of concern?

